AFFIDAVIT OF FACT
I, Dutch Earl Thompson,(hereinafter, "affiant") do hereby affirm and declare that the following facts
are true, correct and complete to the best of the affiants knowledge and belief, and
On the date of October 3, 2014 at approximately 3:15 pm EST, as affiant was going home on affiants
bicycle. The oncoming traffic was stopping for the red traffic signal that affiant had just passed, and as
the oncoming traffic were stopped in the far lane, and had enough time and space to turn left onto
James Ashbury, affiant heard the State Trooper immediately behind affiant with lights flashing and using
the blast horn. Affiant thought the Trooper was after someone else. Then affiant realized he wanted to
stop affiant, but didn’t know why, and
After arbitrary arrest, detainment and exile:
Trooper Azbill claimed “I cut through moving traffic and didn’t see your signal. Trooper Azbill further
claimed that all the cars had to slam on their brakes.” Affiant didn’t see anyone ‘slamming on their
brakes’ because the other cars had already come to a complete stop, or were still far back enough that
affiant was safe in crossing over, and
Trooper Azbill approached affiant on a bicycle and asked “Do you have any ID? Any legal form of ID? To
this, affiant replied that affiant did in fact. Trooper Azbill asked affiant to show affiants ID to him, and
affiant handed affiant’s The United States of America, 1781 Confederation Party Member card. Trooper
Azbill looks at it, turns it to look at the back and says to affiant “you’re one of them sovereign citizens,
aren’t you?” To which affiant replied, “No”, and
At this time, affiant knew that this was not a typical traffic stop, especially being on a bike, but actually
an attempted murder plot by a Metro State Criminal Investigator named Trooper Azbill. Trooper Azbill
then went to his vehicle to run the card and when Trooper Azbill returned to the where affiant was
waiting, Trooper Azbill mockingly stated “anyone can download this shit off the internet and print it
out”, and
Trooper Azbill then asked affiant if affiant had a birthday attempting to recruit the affiant into a Metro
private membership association, and affiant replied that that was private information, and Trooper
Azbill continued to badger affiant about it stating “it was law that I have to provide him with whatever
ID information he wanted thereby attempting to force affiant into Trooper Azbill's Metro Private
Membership association, and ”
Trooper Azbill then asked affiant if affiant had any other valid ID, such as an ODL, which affiant never
heard that foreign term used before. Affiant asked Trooper Azbill what that was, and Trooper Azbill said
it is an Operator Driver’s License, affiant was on a bycycle, and
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Trooper Azbill then said that “since you’re not going to cooperate with me, I’m going to show you by
how we do it Tennessee Style”, and
About this time Trooper Trey Seymor arrives on the scene, walks up, looks affiant in the face, and claims
three times consecutively “I know you, I know you,...I know you!” But, we only met one time before
about 9 months ago. Trooper Trey Seymor knew human rights were being violated and further escelated
the situation by forcing a religion on affiant by quoting the bible to affiant, and
Trooper Azbill proceeded to physically assault affiant during further detainment process adding assault
to an attempted murder, arbitrary arrest, detainment, exile, and other human rights violations yet to be
determined, and
The affiant was placed in jail after towing affiants bicycle from 10-3-2014. 3:15 p.m. to 10-04-2014 8
a.m., released with a release citation to show up to a metro administrative hearing to determine the fine
for not politically thinking like a religious Metro private association member in accordance with the
Constitution of the New States of America, and
Affiant further saith naught,
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*****DO NOT WRITE OR MARK BELOW - FOR GOVERNMENT USE ONLY*****

Office for International Notary for
the reign of the heavens, an independent sphere, and
the Government for The United States of America
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
This is a true and exact reproduction of the document officially recorded and placed on file in
the Office for International Notary for The United States of America.

On October 4, 2014, I, Alice Ceniceros, International Notary under the Law of Nations,
personally appeared before me, one Dutch Earl Thompson, whom proved to the office on the
basis of satisfactory evidence to be the man whose name is subscribed to the within instrument
and acknowledged to the Notary office that Dutch Earl Thompson executed the same in Dutch
Earl Thompson's authorized capacity, and that by Dutch Earl Thompson's signature on the
instrument, Dutch Earl Thompson, executed the instrument.
I certify under penalty of bearing false witness under the laws of The United States of America
that the foregoing paragraph is true and correct.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.
October 4, 2014
Date on Document

AFFIDAVIT OF FACT - Dutch Earl Thompson
Title of Document

October 4, 2014
Date Executed

AFFIDAVIT OF FACT
Type of Document

___________________________________
Notary Autograph
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